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Abstract: This research focuses on data transfer from Sustainable Facility Management (SFM) to Build-
ing Information Modeling (BIM) applications—specifically BUILDER SMS to Autodesk Revit—where
the BIM models are created for existing buildings. BIM models were created for ten existing buildings
to support initial data transfer based on different object parameters: (a) alphanumeric identifier (five
buildings); and (b) name (five buildings). The identifier is randomly assigned by BUILDER SMS. The
name is derived from the cardinal direction for exterior components and room names for interior
components. The comparison of the methods was accomplished by observing times to ensure data
compatibility, complete Revit models, and transfer data from BUILDER SMS to Revit. The name
method was faster regarding data compatibility, but no statistical evaluation could be made. The
identifier method resulted in shorter model completion times, but the difference was not statistically
significant. It was also faster for first-time data transfer, but, again, no statistical evaluation could be
made. The difference in total effort required by the methods was not large. Furthermore, the first
data transfer for either method can transfer the other parameter, i.e., a name-based data transfer can
add the identifier to the Revit model and an identifier-based transfer can add the name. The name
method may be slightly better than the identifier method because object names follow an intuitive
and logical standard naming convention (specified in the SFM application). The process of ensuring
data compatibility by manually entering object names may be less error-prone compared to manually
entering alphanumeric identifiers; however, that was not demonstrated here as all of the resulting
models were error-free regarding data transfer. The methods described provide useful insights for
other SFM/BIM transfer scenarios, such as other applications and models generated during the
design phase.

Keywords: building information modeling; sustainable facilities management; data integration

1. Introduction

The management of buildings has compelling environmental and economic drivers.
Buildings account for over 40% of all energy use in the United States and a similar percent-
age of greenhouse gas emissions [1,2]. Building operating costs are five to seven times that
of initial investment [3].

Facility management (FM) has the goal of maintaining a built environment’s function-
ality, comfort, safety, and efficiency during operation [4,5]. Sustainable facility management
(SFM) further strives to reduce the negative impact of buildings on their occupants and
the environment [6]. The US military uses the BUILDER Sustainable Management System
(BUILDER SMS, https://www.sms.erdc.dren.mil, accessed on 8 January 2023). It is the
SFM database application studied in this research.

Building Information Modeling (BIM) offers tools for more effective building and in-
frastructure planning, design, construction, and management [7]. Models often include 3D
computer-generated representations of building envelopes and interiors that also include
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mechanical, electrical, and plumbing objects. BIM can also incorporate data, e.g., material
descriptions, model numbers, and URLs pointing to documents such as equipment manu-
als or maintenance plans. Autodesk Revit (www.autodesk.com/products/revit/, accessed
on 8 January 2023) is the BIM application studied in this research.

Transferring BUILDER SMS information into Revit allows one to combine the visual
advantages of Revit with the SFM information found in BUILDER SMS. The purpose of this
study is to evaluate an alternative to the data transfer method developed by Loeh et al. [8].
In that study—conducted with the second and third authors of this article—point cloud
data, Autodesk Recap, and Autodesk Revit were used to create Revit models of existing
structures. Facility data were collected and entered into BUILDER SMS. BUILDER SMS
and Revit contained the same objects for each building but were not directly compatible
regarding data transfer. To make the two sets of data compatible, ID numbers automatically
generated in BUILDER SMS were manually entered into Revit for each object of interest.
This occurred after model creation.

In the study described here, Revit models were created using object names already
specified in BUILDER SMS. This approach supports data transfer based on object name,
rather than an identifier. The two methods are compared using case studies of the creation
of ten Revit models, nine new buildings plus the building from Loeh et al. [8]. The research
question tested by this research is as follows. The name-based transfer method will produce
models with less effort as it will be easier to find and correct errors in object names compared
to random alphanumeric identifiers.

2. Background
2.1. Benefits of FM/SFM and BIM

FM/SFM is used to maintain a built environment’s functionality, comfort, safety,
and efficiency during operation [5,9]. Operation is the longest period in the lifecycle of a
building and where most expenditures accumulate [3,10,11]. Maintaining reliable records
is a challenging aspect of FM/SFM and applications abound to assist. BUILDER SMS
is a U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)-mandated SFM platform. Its use is required in
all major branches of the U.S. military, as well as other U.S. government agencies [12].
The U.S. Army alone operates and maintains over 165,000 buildings [13]. BUILDER SMS
contains a wealth of information, including inventory, condition assessments, work plans,
scenarios, forecasting, functionality assessments, and reports. The effective use of BUILDER
SMS can have a significant impact on energy use and greenhouse gas emissions in the
U.S. BUILDER SMS was the focus of Loeh et al. [8], but no other studies of BUILDER
SMS have been identified in scholarly literature. BUILDER SMS version 3.6.6 is the
focus here.

BIM has been used for over 20 years [14]. BIM results in 3D representations of
buildings and interconnected databases of organized, internally consistent, and computable
information [15]. BIM applications can contain a large amount of building/project data,
including material quantities, installation dates, subcontractor obligations, the type of
material used in a facility, costs, and schedules. A BIM application can simplify a project’s
data collection and storage processes because it is a single source for all project data [16].
During design and construction and over the life of a building, large amounts of data
are generated; maintaining this data can result in greater efficiencies, such as providing
accurate as-built information to reduce the cost and time needed for renovations, increasing
customer satisfaction, and optimizing the operation and maintenance of the building
systems to reduce energy use.

The ultimate objective of using BIM for SFM is to facilitate the use of data over the facil-
ity life cycle to provide safe, healthy, effective, and productive working environments [17].
BIM allows for the management of life cycle data in a visual environment. According
to Chong et al., real-time FM-enabled BIM systems can improve existing building sus-
tainability by reducing inefficiencies [18]. BIM can be used to perform FM activities such
as commissioning and closeout, retro-commissioning, warranty, and service information
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maintenance, quality control, energy and space management, planning and performing
maintenance, emergency management, retrofit planning, and deconstruction [19–23]. One
of the most effective ways to reduce carbon emissions is by renovating existing buildings to
reduce energy consumption [18]. BIM can aid in renovating existing buildings by providing
up-to-date plans and dimensions [23].

Autodesk Revit is a popular BIM authoring software. It has been a subject of previous
research, e.g., [8,24–27]. Autodesk Revit allows architects and building professionals to
design and document a building by creating a parametric three-dimensional model that
includes geometry and non-geometric design and construction information [28]. Revit 2022
is the BIM software studied in this research.

2.2. BUILDER SMS and Revit Data Transfer

Data can be transferred between SFM and BIM applications to take advantage of
BIM’s advanced visualization and analysis capabilities [20]. While numerous studies have
investigated the handoff of data between SFM and BIM [8,15,20,29–31], only one article was
identified that specifically investigated the handoff of data between BUILDER SMS and
BIM [8]. Data transfer between specific platforms must be considered, as platform-specific
details inform at least three of the main challenges identified by Tsay, et al. [29]: limited
interoperability, unclear BIM requirements for FM at early stages, and impact on current
processes. As BUILDER SMS is the U.S. DoD-mandated SFM platform, it is especially
important to consider the requirements for BUILDER SMS to BIM data handoff. The
DoD operates many existing facilities that have yet to be actualized in a BIM application.
As models are created for these facilities, the opportunities associated with transferring
BUILDER SMS information into BIM grow. It is important to consider transfer protocols
now, before modeling these existing buildings.

Objects in BUILDER SMS are grouped into categories [32]. An example of a category
is the exterior enclosure. A category is further subdivided into components. Components
of the exterior enclosure category include exterior walls, windows, and doors. A particular
component is identified as a section. Objects in a Revit model are organized into three
families: system, loadable, and in-place [33]. System family elements are predefined in
Revit, such as walls, roofs, floors, ducts, and pipes. Loadable family elements can be loaded
into Revit and edited by the user, for example, windows, doors, fixtures, and furniture.
In-place families are unique elements created by the user within a specific Revit project.
BUILDER SMS components and sections are equivalent to Revit families and elements. In
this article, the generic term ‘object’ is used to mean sections (BUILDER SMS) and elements
(Revit). Data transfer between BUILDER SMS and Revit means transferring information
associated with the objects of a specific building.

BUILDER SMS data can be exported as a Builder Remote Entry Database (BRED) file
which is compatible with Microsoft Access and Excel. Autodesk Revit uses third-party
plugins to export database files into various file formats, including Microsoft Access and
Excel. Any common parameter with unique values can be used to transfer information
from BUILDER SMS to Revit. This process can be automated. That was not investigated in
this research as our primary focus was creating data-compatible models.

Loeh et al. [8] used the BUILDER SMS parameter “SEC_ID” to transfer data to Revit.
BUILDER SMS generates the unique alphanumeric identifier, SEC_ID, for each building
object. Once SEC_IDs are manually added to relevant Revit objects, data transfer can be
accomplished quickly for a given building. The Loeh workflow is given in Figure 1.

BUILDER SMS assigns object names using the parameter SEC_NAME. SEC_NAMEs
are entered into the BUILDER SMS database after a building inventory. Each SEC_NAME
is derived from the cardinal direction for exterior components and room names for in-
terior components [32]. SEC_NAME is organized using UNIFORMAT II categories [34].
The method introduced here modifies the Loeh method by integrating BUILDER SMS
SEC_NAMEs into Revit models during model creation using building-specific REVIT tem-
plates. The SEC_NAME parameter is then used to transfer data between BUILDER SMS
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and Revit; thus, avoiding the manual entry of SEC_IDs. Each UNIFORMAT II category
is imported/exported separately to avoid SEC_NAME conflicts. The first data transfer
accomplishes the transfer of SEC_IDs; thus, future data transfers for a given building can
be accomplished using SEC_ID, all UNIFORMAT II categories at once. Table 1 is used to
contrast the steps of the two methods.
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Figure 1. Loeh workflow for BIM and BUILDER SMS data transfer [8].

Table 1. Loeh and Proposed Methods.

Loeh Proposed

Create Model Create Building-Specific Revit Template

Enter SEC_ID values into Model Create Model

Check Model SEC_IDs Check Model SEC_NAMEs

Transfer Data using SEC_ID
Transfer Data first time using SEC_NAME

Transfer Data subsequent times using SEC_ID

3. Methodology

The New Jersey Department of Military and Veterans Affairs (NJDMAVA) was the
study sponsor. The research was conducted at the Sustainable Facility Center (SFC) at
Rowan University. SFC faculty, staff, and graduate students supervise undergraduates
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enrolled in a two-semester project-based course (Fall and Spring semesters) where they
create Revit models of NJDMAVA buildings. Each student works at least 5.5 h a week for
30 weeks to create a Revit model of one building. Summer interns work with SFC staff to
inventory NJDMAVA buildings to complete the BUILDER SMS database for NJDAMVA
buildings. Buildings used here were scheduled to be modeled or inventoried via a process
independent of this research.

3.1. Loeh and Proposed Methods

The creation of Revit models in the SFC starts with 3D scans. Scans are imported
into Autodesk Recap and stitched/indexed to create a 3D point cloud. The 3D point
cloud is imported into Autodesk Revit and traced to create a 3D building model: first,
the building envelope; then, the interior and, finally, any desired mechanical, electrical,
and/or plumbing (MEP) systems. Model creators keep daily logs that were used to
determine when two modeling milestones were reached: completion of the building
envelope and completion of the building interior. Example progress logs are given in the
Supplemental Materials.

At this point, the Revit model does not include BUILDER SMS data. That is accom-
plished using the Loeh or proposed data transfer methods. The Loeh method is summarized
in Figure 1 and Table 1 and described in detail in Loeh et al. [8]. Data compatibility is based
on the SEC_ID parameter. A summary of the proposed method is given in Table 1 and
Figure 2 and is described in detail below. Data compatibility is based on the BUILDER SMS
SEC_NAME parameter.

In the proposed method, a master Revit template is created for the typical building,
in this case, the typical NJDMAVA building. Two BUILDER SMS parameter groups are
included: Component Section and Section Details. The master file is duplicated and
modified to create a building-specific Revit template for each building to be modeled in
Revit. It contains all objects for which data transfer is anticipated, with their BUILDER SMS
names. Standard operating procedures (SOP) for creating master and building-specific
Revit templates are given in the Supplemental Materials.

BUILDER SMS naming convention examples are given in Table 2. Examples of exterior
wall names used in BUILDER SMS for an NJDMAVA building are shown in Figure 3. The
colors mark the names and their related exterior walls. BUILDER SMS naming follows
UNIFORMAT II classifications.

Components are divided into sections when a significant variation exists in mate-
rial/equipment category, age, or construction history, which impacts the life cycle char-
acteristics of the component. All exterior components (enclosure, windows, doors, etc.)
are required to be sectioned in a cardinal direction. Additions, new wings, or major
renovations require identifying separate exterior enclosure sections with a different age
identified in the section name. For instance, two metal panel sections could have the names
‘NORTH—1970’ and ‘NORTH—2015’. If a building has windows on all four sides, there
will be North/South/East/West window section names. The section name for a window
component consists of 3 parts (in this order): (1) Cardinal direction, (2) Material type (Wood,
Steel, Aluminum, Vinyl), and (3) Window opening count, e.g., ‘NORTH-ALUMINUM-20’.
If there are multiple install dates of the same window type, the section name would include
the install year, e.g., ‘NORTH- ALUMINUM-10-1970’ and ‘NORTH-ALUMINUM-10-2015’.
When sectioning by cardinal direction, one includes all components on the predominant
side of the section. For example, if the north face of a building has an indent with a window
that is technically facing east, it is included in the north-facing quantity. Doors should be
sectioned in a cardinal direction in the same manner as other exterior components.
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Table 2. Standard Section Names and Format Rules.

Use Standard Section Name

Section by Floor FL1—1st Floor, FL2—2nd Floor, FL3—3rd Floor, etc.

Section by Floor BASEMENT, MEZZANINE, ATTIC, etc.

Section by Wing MAIN, WING A, WING B, WING C, ADDITION, etc.

Section by Direction NORTH, EAST, WEST, SOUTH

Section by Roof Level UPPER, LOWER, MAIN

Section by Room RM 109, LOBBY, KITCHEN, BOILER RM, etc.
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Figure 3. BUILDER SMS Naming Convention for external walls.

Interior construction is always sectioned by floor. If there are multiple easily definable
wings of a building with different install dates, then sectioning by floor and by wing is
required. For example, if there is an east and west wing on a 2-floor building, one would
use ‘FL2—EAST’ and ‘FL2—WEST’. In the case where age/condition/material type is
different for a single component type it is required that the functional area be included in
the section name such as ‘FL1—LOBBY’, ‘FL1—RM 109′, and ‘FL2—KITCHEN’.

Equipment components are always sectioned by the floor. Typical section names
used to describe equipment components may be used where a unique component exists
such as PUMP-1, BOILER-1, etc. If the building has more than one of a particular type
of component, one must separate component sections, e.g., in a building with 5000 and
10,000 CFM air handlers. When an equipment tag is included in the section name, it should
match exactly what was found in the field. For example, if the boiler ID number is B-1,
the section name equipment tag portion should read B-1. If the boiler is tagged B1, the
equipment tag portion should read B1.

Data transfer from BUILDER SMS to Revit is accomplished by opening a building’s
BUILDER SMS BRED file in Microsoft Access. The Microsoft Access select query for
Component Section and Section Details are exported to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. An
example Component Section query is shown in Figure 4. Some information is redacted
throughout this article, due to the security policies of the sponsor [35].

Diroots SheetLink (https://diroots.com, accessed on 8 January 2023) is used to export
data from Revit to a second Excel spreadsheet. The two excel files, one from BUILDER SMS
and one from Revit, are combined into a third Excel spreadsheet using the Excel Power
Query command. Power Query combines spreadsheets by matching column data. The data
in the combined spreadsheet are then imported back into Revit using Diroots SheetLink.
The SOP for data transfer is given in the Supplemental Materials.

https://diroots.com
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3.2. Method Comparisons

The comparison of the methods was accomplished by observing and timing: (a) data
compatibility efforts, (b) Revit model creation, and (c) first-time data transfer. The ten build-
ings used to accomplish these comparisons are described in the next section. The effort re-
quired to ensure Revit/BUILDER SMS data compatibility was evaluated by comparing the
time to manually input SEC_IDs into Revit models after creation (Loeh method—1 building)
to the time to create building-specific Revit templates with SEC_NAMEs (proposed method
—five buildings). The effort to complete the Revit models was evaluated by comparing the
weeks to reach two modeling milestones, four buildings for each method. Progress logs
were used to determine the time to reach each milestone. T-Tests were used to determine
if the milestone times differed in a statistically significant way. The time to transfer data
from BUILDER SMS to Revit was evaluated by comparing the first-time transfer using
each method (Loeh method—1 building; proposed method—5 buildings). All tasks were
completed by a single person; thus, times reported here are equivalent to person-time, i.e.,
person-minutes or person weeks.

3.3. Case Study Buildings

Ten buildings were modeled (Revit) and/or inventoried (BUILDER SMS) for this
research, including one scanned in 2016 (the building used by Loeh et al. [8]), one scanned
in 2019 (proposed method), four scanned in 2020 (Loeh method), and another four scanned
in 2021 (proposed method). The buildings are described in Table 3. An example Revit
model is shown in Figure 5. Building identities are not revealed, as per the sponsor’s
security requirements [35]. Except where noted below, each building consisted of a drill
floor, offices, kitchen and cafeteria, storage rooms, bathrooms, and mechanical room.

L-16-5 is the building used in Loeh et al. [8]. F-19-9 was chosen for study because it is
similar to the Loeh building in floor area, types of rooms, and number of UNIFORMAT II
categories in its Revit model. The nine UNIFORMAT II categories are B10 Superstructure,
B20 Exterior Enclosure, C10 Interior Construction, C20 Stairs, C30 Interior Finishes, D20
Plumbing, D30 HVAC, D40 Fire Protection, and D50 Electrical. The 2020–21 and 2021–22
Revit models include five UNIFORMAT II categories: A10 Foundations; B10 Superstructure;
B20 Exterior Enclosure; B30 Roofing; and D30 HVAC.

Four Revit models were created by students during the 2020–21 academic year follow-
ing the Loeh method. The students were responsible for assigning names to building objects
in the Revit models. No attempt was made to follow a standard naming convention; rather,
names were based on floorplans provided by NJDMAVA. Once models are developed this
way, the easiest way to transfer BUILDER SMS data is via the Loeh method. The use of the
proposed method would require modifying object names to conform to the BUILDER SMS
database for the given building.
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Table 3. 2020–21 Building Summary.

Designation * Year Modeled
(Academic) Decade Built Area Range

(1000 m2) Scans

L-16-9 2016–17 1980 1.4–1.5 40 **

F-19-9 2019–20 1960 1.3–1.4 36

L-20-5-a 2020–21 1950 1.6–1.7 64

L-20-5-b 2020–21 1960 2.7–2.8 79

L-20-5-c 2020–21 1970 3.0–3.1 110

L-20-5-d 2020–21 1940 3.2–3.3 86

F-21-5-a 2021–22 1980 1.1–1.2 19

F-21-5-b 2021–22 1960 1.6–1.7 58

F-21-5-c 2021–22 1950 3.1–3.2 157

F-21-5-d 2021–22 1930 4.6–4.7 195
* The initial letter indicates Loeh (L) or Proposed (F) method. “F” stands for Foster. The first number is the year
the building was scanned, e.g., 16 means 2016. The second number is the number of UNIFORMAT II categories
included in the model, e.g., 5 means five categories. A final small letter is included to differentiate buildings that
would otherwise have the same designation. ** Estimated. This was the first BIM model created at the SFC; scan
information is not available.
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Four more Revit models were created by students during the 2021–22 academic year.
These students were given a building-specific Revit template that contained appropriate
SEC_NAMEs for their building obtained from BUILDER SMS; thus, the final model’s object
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names are compatible with the BUILDER SMS database. Data transfer for these models can
employ the proposed method.

The year-built dates for the 2020–21 buildings spanned the 1940s to the 1970s and floor
area varied between 1600 and 3300 m2. The average floor area was ~2650 m2. The average
number of scans was 85. The year-built dates for the 2021–22 buildings spanned the 1930s
to the 1980s and the floor area varied from 1600 to 3300 m2. The 2021–22 facilities were
similar to the 2020–21 buildings, except that floor area and scans varied more widely, the
smallest facility contained only general storage space, and the largest facility had a 4200 m2

indoor athletic field (not included in the area given in Table 2). The average floor area was
~2650 m2, nearly identical to that of the 2020–21 buildings. The average number of scans
was 107, more than 20 scans more per building compared to the 2020–21 buildings.

Care was taken to produce comparable milestones using the two methods. The two
groups of model-creators were selected from Junior and Senior civil engineering students
without prior experience using the modeling software. The authors did not target or select
students. All eligible students received the same recruiting information and modelers were
chosen from among students who self-selected the project from among a list of projects
sponsored by all faculty in the civil engineering department. The students’ self-selection
indicates similar levels of interest. Modelers were not selected by the authors; rather, they
were selected by an algorithm designed and operated by other faculty. Both modeler
groups were trained on the same software using the same tutorials and by the same person
(the first author). Their effort and the final product were graded by all three authors using
the same metric. Students also worked on their models on the same days (Tuesday and
Thursday), time of day (12:30 to 15:15), in the same room (Rowan Hall 222), and on nearly
identical computers (identical make/model, but purchased in different years).

4. Results

The results of comparisons of the methods are given in this section in the following
order: data compatibility, model creation, and first-time data transfer.

4.1. Ensuring Revit Model Compatibility with BUILDER SMS

The master template contains the BUILDER SMS parameters found in NJDMAVA
buildings. It is created only once for a given type of building or owner. The process of
creating the NJDMAVA master Revit template required 195 min. Each building-specific
Revit template contains the SEC_NAMEs of all the objects in the BUILDER SMS database
for a specific building. It is created before starting the modeling process. Starting from the
master template resulted in an average building-specific Revit template creation time of
90 min. This time will vary depending on the complexity and size of the facility, as well as
the experience of the modeler.

The normalized time to create building-specific Revit templates is given in Figure 6 for
six buildings. Time is divided by floor area and number of UNIFORMAT II Categories. For
the Loeh method (1 building) this is the time to manually enter SEC_IDs into an already
complete Revit model. For the proposed method (5 buildings) this is the time to create the
building-specific Revit temple used to create the Revit model. Data compatibility for the
one Loeh method building took almost 9 min per 1000 m2 per UNIFORMAT II Category.
This was more than all of the proposed method buildings, which ranged from 4 to 8 min per
1000 m2 per UNIFORMAT II Category. The mean and standard deviation for the proposed
method buildings is 6.8 and 1.7 min per 1000 m2 per UNIFORMAT II Category, respectively.

4.2. Completing Revit Models (Milestones)

SFC Revit modelers started recording daily logs in 2020, limiting the buildings that
could be used in this evaluation to those included in Figures 7 and 8. The data are
normalized by floor area. It was not necessary to normalize by the UNIFORMAT II category
as all of the buildings have five. The data are not paired. However, they are ordered from
least to most floor area within each method.
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The first milestone is the time to complete the building envelope (Figure 7). The
2020–21 and 2021–22 students completed this milestone in 1.4 and 1.8 weeks per 1000 m2

on average, respectively. The standard deviations were 0.31 and 0.48 weeks per 1000 m2,
respectively. The T-test p-value was 0.2, indicating no statistically significant difference. The
second milestone is the time to complete the building interior (Figure 8). The 2020–21 and
2021–22 students completed this milestone in 1.8 and 1.9 weeks per 1000 m2 on average,
respectively. The standard deviations were 0.41 and 0.75 weeks per 1000 m2, respectively.
The T-test p-value was 0.8, again indicating no statistically significant difference.

4.3. Transferring Data from BUILDER SMS to Revit

The data transfer activities recorded for the proposed method are: the creation of the
building-specific Revit template, exporting the Component Section, and Section Details
from the BRED database to Excel; exporting Revit element data to Excel for each of the
categories; combining Excel sheets from each database; and importing the combined data
into the Revit model. These are given in Table 4 for the proposed method buildings.

Table 4. Proposed Method Data Transfer Times, minutes.

Building Building-Specific
Revit Template

Exporting
Details

Exporting
Elements

Combining
Sheets

Importing
Combined Data

F-19-9 52 27 45 45 20

F-21-5-a 38 9 15 15 6

F-21-5-b 67 15 25 25 10

F-21-5-c 130 15 25 25 10

F-21-5-d 162 15 25 25 10

The Loeh method transfer took 12 min per 1000 m2 per UNIFORMAT II Category [8].
This included manually entering SEC_IDs into the BIM model. The proposed method
transfers averaged 14 min per 1000 m2 per UNIFORMAT II Category with a standard
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deviation of 2.6. The Loeh method transfer was 14% faster than the proposed method. All
Revit models (Loeh and proposed method) were error-free with regard to data transfer.

5. Discussion

Ensuring data compatibility for the one Loeh method building took more effort than
each of the five building models created using the proposed method. Unfortunately, the
center did not have sufficient resources to manually enter SEC_IDs for the L-20-5 buildings,
which would have allowed a statistical evaluation between the two methods. This could be
completed in a future study.

The variability in time required to ensure data compatibility for the proposed method
buildings was partially the result of building variation, e.g., buildings F-21-5-a and F-21-5-d
have fewer rooms and, as a result, took less time than F-21-5-b and F-21-5-c. Another source
of uncertainty between the two methods is personnel-related. The SEC_IDs were entered
by the primary author of Loeh et al. [8]. The building-specific Revit templates were created
by the primary author of this article. The time required to complete specific tasks will
vary from person to person. The Sustainable Facilities Center (SFC) did not have sufficient
resources to control these sources of error.

Data compatibility was ensured in the name-based method by starting model creation
with a building-specific Revit template that included all BUILDER SMS SEC_NAMEs for a
given building. Data compatibility was ensured in the identifier-based method by entering
SEC_IDs after models were created. In each case, this allows for data compatibility to be
ensured by following standard protocols to identify and correct errors. Data quality per-
sonnel need some knowledge of BUILDER SMS and Revit, but not expertise. Alternatively,
SEC_NAMEs and SEC_IDs could be added during model creation by the model creator.
This requires expertise in Revit and some knowledge of BUILDER SMS.

Model creation is the most labor-intensive part of the methods evaluated. There was
no statistically different difference in the time to complete the models for the two methods,
i.e., reach the exterior and interior milestones. We hypothesized that providing object
names in a Revit template would quicken the model creation process relative to reading
object names from a floorplan. If anything, the opposite occurred.

The variability in time required to create the Revit models could be the result of
building characteristics that were not normalized, e.g., the number of rooms. However, one
measure related to the number of rooms and the number of scans, does not correlate well,
e.g., building F-21-5-b has longer model creation times, but fewer scans than Buildings F-
21-5c and F-21-5d. Another source of variability in these results could be personnel-related.
The Revit models were created by eight different undergraduates. Though all were taught
Revit modeling and supervised by the primary author of this article, they may have varied
in previous experience, inherent ability, motivation to do well in the course, and other
commitments. The SFC did not have sufficient resources to control these sources of error.

Name-based first-time data transfer was slower because separate transfers were re-
quired for each UNIFORMAT II category. A single first-time transfer could be used with
the Loeh method. However, all subsequent transfers can be accomplished using the
faster identifier-based method, because all parameters can be transferred during any first-
time transfer, i.e., SEC_NAMEs during a SEC_ID-based transfer and SEC_IDs during a
SEC_NAME-based transfer. It is also possible to automate the first-time transfer to reduce
labor time. That was not tested here.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The proposed method ensures Builder SMS and Revit data compatibility and supports
data transfer based on SEC_NAME. This is different from the Loeh method, which bases
data transfer on SEC_ID. SEC_NAME is a BUILDER SMS parameter used to store object
names derived from the cardinal direction for exterior components and room names for
interior components. The names follow the UNIFORMAT II naming convention. SEC_ID is
an automatically generated BUILDER SMS parameter used to store a unique alphanumeric
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identifier for each object. The Loeh method workflow is given in Figure 1. The proposed
method workflow is shown in Figure 2. Red elements in Figure 2 are used to identify
differences between the methods.

As part of the proposed method, a master Revit template is used to create building-
specific Revit templates that, in turn, are used to create data-transfer-compatible models.
The Loeh method ensures data compatibility after model creation, by manually entering
SEC_IDs into an otherwise completed model. Data control for either method can be accom-
plished by data management personnel with sufficient knowledge of BUILDER SMS and
Revit. Expertise in either application is not necessary. A data personnel with no knowledge
of BUILDING SMS or Revit could also coordinate with other professionals with the neces-
sary knowledge. Finally, a Revit professional with some knowledge of data management
and BUILDER SMS could add SEC_NAMEs or SEC_IDs during model creation.

We hypothesized that the proposed name-based method would require less effort
than the Loeh method because it would be easier to enter and check names for accuracy
versus alphanumeric identifiers. This was not the case, as there was little difference in effort
between the two methods, as measured by labor-time. The name-based method ensures
that names are intuitive and compatible with BUILDER SMS from the start; however, this
can be overcome in the Loeh method after the first-time data transfer. The Loeh method
must be used when a Revit model is created without BUILDER SMS object names. Where
Revit models have yet to be created, either method can be used with little differentiation
of effort. The SFC intends to use the method proposed here going forward, as it directly
generates models with object names that match BUILDER SMS, before any data transfer.

The experience of the SFC transferring data from BUILDER SMS to Revit—described
here and in Loeh et al. [8]—has produced useful insights for any SFM/BIM/combination.
Choose and populate the SFM application before creating BIM models, if possible. If the
SFM application is chosen first, it can be used to create an appropriate master BIM template
containing the relevant building parameters. If the SFM application is also populated first,
it can be used—with the master BIM template—to create building-specific BIM templates.
This ensures that the SFM parameters and object names are built into the building model.
It also identifies relevant objects in BUILDER SMS, ensuring their inclusion in the BIM
model. If models are created before an SFM application is chosen, one can follow a standard
naming convention compatible with the most likely SFM applications. This should result
in a forward-compatible model. If it is not, one can still use the Loeh method for first-time
data transfer.

Future work can evaluate/explore other combinations of BIM and FM/SMS appli-
cations. With regard to BUILDER SMS, parameters are exported in Industry Foundation
Classes format and thus are compatible with all compliant BIM applications. Additional
naming conventions could also be studied. Methods to convert BIM or FM/SMS files
between naming conventions can be investigated. It is possible, though not proven by this
research, that the proposed method will produce fewer errors that are missed by quality
control and interfere with initial data transfer. This could be evaluated by monitoring
future model creation and data transfers at the SFC or other organizations that use the
proposed method.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su15021482/s1, Supplementary File: Model creation logs for buildings L-
20-5-b and F-21-5-b, and three standard operating procedures: Master BIM Template, Building-specific
BIM Template, Data Transfer.
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